Continuity of Medication Management: Is Transition a Barrier?
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What is continuity of care in a health care system? It could be defined as ensuring continuum of care during transition from different care settings in a health system. There is an abundance of literature to indicate that transition is a potential threat to continuum of health care. Health related issues during patient movement from one health setting to another present multiple challenges for patients, care givers and health care providers. In an era where health care is heavily dependent on pharmaceuticals, more often than not the health issues during transition health issues are related to discrepancies in medications. The most vulnerable patients to ‘care transition related health problems’ are those with chronic diseases on multiple complex drug regimes [1]. Discrepancies in medication lists of these patients are attributed to; errors in medication documentation [2-4], poor communication between health care providers [5,6] and medication non-adherence by patients [7].

Medication discrepancies could be intentional, addressing the current medical needs of the patient or, unintentional due to documentation errors. A substantial proportion of hospital prescribing errors were attributed to unintentional documentation errors in medication histories on admission to hospitals [8]. At the point of hospitalization in the Emergency department (ED) many health professionals participate in the care of patients. It is not incorrect to state that the main focus at the ED is triage which identifies and manages acute life threatening conditions. Admission medication lists are secondary in a list of priorities of patient management in a busy ED. Most often information on medication history is obtained from the patient who may not be in a state to give an accurate account of the list. Such information if not verified could result in continuation of the error with potential unwarranted patient harm.

Similar documentation errors can occur on discharge and can potentially cause medication related harm [5] when the patient moves to the community resulting in a possible re-hospitalization. In contrast to the scenario on admission to the hospital, at the point of discharge to the community, the responsibility of preparing the discharge summaries lies with the most junior doctor of a medical team and most often the process is not supervised. A high medication error rate (28 potentially serious adverse events/200 patients) was observed in discharge summaries in an acute hospital setting in New Zealand [9]. Bedell et al. [10] reported that 51% and 29% of the discrepancies of patient medication lists in an out patients setting were due to non-documentation of the current medications and a recorded medication not in current use respectively. Further, re-prescription of ceased medications was noted in another study indicating poor communication between health care providers resulting in significant health care implications [8].

Additionally, patient non-adherence is a significant health problem that contributes to the burden of medication related harm. Patient compliance to medications could vary depending on the type and severity of disease, quality and quantity of medications and ability to understand instructions [7,11]. Countries with trends in increasing populations of elderly and culturally and linguistically diverse people are faced with potential proportionate growth of medication non-adherence and related health consequences. The scenario is complicated by availability of different dosage forms of same medication in public sector and private sector pharmacies leading to patient confusion during transition of care. The different dosage forms could be different in colour, shape and size (spironolactone and Spiractin). As such it is possible that the actual list of drugs the patient takes to be different to the prescribed medication list. The potential consequent would be either non-adherence and therapeutic failures or over dose of medications.

All the evidence indicates that transition to hospital care could be a potential ‘threat’ for patient’s health, especially for those on complex multiple medication regimens. Number of measures has been used to minimize medication related patient harm during transition. Electronic prescribing, pharmacists led medication reconciliation, patient counselling and telephone follow-up were some strategies used [12-14]. Of note is an emerging recognition of the importance of Medication Reconciliation. It is a process of obtaining an accurate medication history, identifying discrepancies if any and taking appropriate action to resolve the issues in the context of care plan throughout the transition of care [15].

Medication reconciliation is an important step forward to prevent different levels of unintentional medication related errors occurring throughout hospital stay. In a multidisciplinary health care team the clinical pharmacists will be the most qualified and suitable member to lead medication reconciliation processes in hospitals. The Australian Pharmaceutical Advisory Council Guiding Principles to achieve continuity in medication management, highlights the pathway of medication management continuum in both hospital and in community setting [16]. A review on pharmacists resource in Australian public hospitals indicates shortage of clinical pharmacists to carry out all the principles laid down in the guidelines [17]. The same scenario may exist in most countries with worse situations in developing countries. As such it is unlikely that the expected level of medication reconciliation takes place in most hospital settings.

It must be emphasized, even though medication reconciliation is an improvement towards quality medication management, if the process is used only to reduce discrepancies in medication lists during transition, there will not be an incentive to improve the medication plan when the patient’s health trajectory is off course. It is prudent to use the opportunity of transition to hospital setting to re-evaluate the medications based on patients changing health needs.

Continuity of care and medication reconciliation should also include medications available in patients’ residence. Complementary medicines, ‘left-over’ medicines from past purchases could be confusing to patients especially in situations when there are differences in appearances of the dosage form/branded products of same
chemica entity. The interphase between discharges from hospital and community visit to the General Practitioner is a potentially vulnerable period for patients.

Transition of health care is potentially hazardous to vulnerable patients given the fact that shortage of a monitoring system through Clinical Pharmacist resource in hospital settings. What are the responsibilities of clinicians as care providers to a patient in transition? Medical undergraduate training in Universities focus on medication reviews as part of the core curriculum in Clinical Pharmacology. As such medication review should be a responsibility of the medical team and an essential component of the care plan for patients who have changed health needs. This process will be efficiently implemented if the care providers have immediate access to patient’s electronic health records. Accessibility of patient records to both community and hospital health care providers would establish an effective communication system between the two care sites.

Last but not the least, ‘From Hospital to Home health care’ programmes where a nurse or a pharmacist visits the patient’s residence was known to reduce potential medication related harm [18]. Implementation of such programmes requires selection of vulnerable patients who will benefit from the process, identifying trained staff within a limited resources pool and efficient coordination.

The complexities of health care systems and prescription medication management will continue to challenge health care providers. Health care systems must strive to find solutions to eliminate medication related harm. It is important that decisions are taken at executive level in health care systems to provide the basic requirements for effective management of patients particularly between the community and hospital care settings. Additionally, medical teams in both hospital and community care settings cannot ignore the fact that patients expect to receive comprehensive care that includes medication management. It is a responsibility that the medical teams need to bear and they must ensure continuity of medications to reduce harm in transition.
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